EIGHT COOL PHONE APPS

**Remind**
Remind is a free text messaging app that helps teachers, students, and parents communicate quickly and efficiently. By connecting school communities, Remind makes it easy for everyone to succeed together.

**Schoology**
Get the award-winning app that allows your students to access WorldStrides academic credit courses on their devices. Never miss the chance to turn downtime into a learning opportunity.

**Educreations**
Educreations is a unique interactive whiteboard and screencasting tool that’s simple, powerful, and fun to use. Teachers can create short instructional videos and share them instantly with students.

**Citymapper**
The ultimate transit app for complex cities! A to B trip planning with ETA including all modes (subway, bus, rail, ferry, bike/car sharing, Uber). Everything you need -- and may not even realize you need -- to navigate around the city.

**Common Core Standards App**
View the Common Core State Standards in one convenient app. A great reference for students, parents, and teachers to easily read and understand the core standards.

**Flush Toilet Finder**
Flush Toilet Finder is the quickest, simplest way of finding a public bathroom or restroom. Simply open the app and it will display the nearest toilets to you.

**Too Noisy**
The Too Noisy app is a tool to assist teachers in maintaining control of general noise levels in a classroom using a visual stimulus.

**PackPoint**
PackPoint will organize what you need to pack based on length of travel, weather at your destination and any activities planned during your trip.